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opinion piece

Our treasure, Our future

Message from the Deputy Minister
#BeTheLegacy
of Justice and Constitutional
Development, the Hon John Jeffery,
MP for Youth Day 2018

YOUTH MONTH

The year 2018 marks 100 years since the birth of two of our struggle
icons and heroes of our revolution who dedicated their lives in the
struggle for freedom and contributed immensely to the birth of a new
South African nation.
We celebrate the birth of the founding father of our democracy Nelson Mandela under the theme:
“Be the legacy”, as well as Mama Albertina Sisulu one of the shining examples of our struggle who
dedicated her life to the service of her people, under the theme: “A woman of fortitude.”
These celebrations are a major milestone in the incredible stories of both Nelson
Mandela and Albertina Sisulu in our nation’s journey to freedom and liberation.
The life of Mama Sisulu will be celebrated under various themes
characterising her life, amongst others, Education and Youth: Educating
the Youth to Awaken their Greatness, and Children’s Rights: Nurture and
Protect Children.
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As we celebrate Youth Day on 16 June it is a reminder to all
of us that young people in the country were at the forefront
of our struggle.
On 13th June 1976, Soweto students met at the Orlando
Donaldson Community Hall to discuss ways and means
of confronting and challenging the Department of Bantu
Education. The students decided to stage a peaceful protest
march on 16 June against the introduction of Afrikaans as
a medium of instruction. Police blocked the movement of
thousands of pupils towards Orlando Stadium and eventually
opened fire – hundreds of students lost their lives.
It is important that we remember and honour those who
played a role on that fateful day.
Hector Pieterson, age 13, was one the first students to be
killed. A postmortem revealed that Pieterson was killed by a
shot fired directly at him and not by a bullet ‘ricocheting off
the ground’ as police claimed.
A photographer, Sam Nzima, took a photograph of a
young man, Mbuyiswa Makhubo, carrying the critically
injured Hector Pieterson in his arms. This photo became the
rallying point for the world’s resistance to apartheid.
There were others who also paid with their lives.
According SA History Online, Hastings Ndlovu was a fifteen
year old boy at the time of the Soweto Youth Uprising in 1976.
He is widely believed to be the first person who was shot
dead by police on that day, sustaining an injury to his head
from which he died in hospital.
Both Ndlovu and Pieterson are buried at Avalon Cemetery
in Soweto.
Tsietsi Mashinini also played a crucial role. Mashinini was
a passionate reader who read about the history of Africa’s
struggles, American slavery, the Human Rights Movements
in the USA and about the evil of apartheid. Mashinini was
the chairperson of the debating team at his school, and
his excellent academic performance became the basis for
his influence among his peers. Mashinini joined the South
African Students Movement.
When an Action Committee was set up to prepare for the
June 16th campaign Mashinini was elected chairperson of the
Action Committee.
SA History Online also speaks of how, during assembly
on the morning of 16 June at Morris Isaacson High School,
Mashinini climbed onto the podium and led students into
song, and out of the school grounds towards their assembly
point for the planned student demonstration.
They were joined by students from other schools in
Soweto. As they marched they came across a police barricade,
when Mashinini climbed a makeshift podium to deliver a
spirited address, telling students to march peacefully, to
remain orderly and not to provoke the police.
The horrific events of that day, turned him into an
instant hero and an activist of national importance. He stood
steadfast against State harassment and imminent arrest,
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issuing press statements, and calling for students to boycott
classes, and wrote critically of the police’s actions on 16 June
that saw innocent students massacred.
Mashinini became one of the most wanted people in
the country. The intense scrutiny compelled him to flee the
country. He left the country for Botswana in August 1976. He
settled in Liberia and later visited the United Kingdom and
the United States, where he addressed the United Nations on
the brutalities of the apartheid regime.
Mashinini died under mysterious circumstances in 1990.
The epitaph on his tombstone reads: “At the height of struggle,
he gave impetus to the liberation struggle.” In 2011 Tsietsi
Mashinini was posthumously awarded the Order of Luthuli in
Gold for his inspirational leadership to young people and for
his role in the struggle against apartheid.
In memory of the Class of ’76 we must do all we can to
empower our youth of today and create opportunities for
them to advance.
The unemployment rate amongst our young people
remains high at 52.4 % with an absorption rate of only 12.2 %.
In the spirit of Thuma Mina, Cabinet has called on all South
Africans, in particular the private sector, to help create jobs
and invest locally so that more South Africans can be drawn
into the economy.
President Ramaphosa launched the Youth Employment
Service (YES) earlier this year. YES will change the lives
of young South Africans across the country. The initiative
has brought together business, labour, civil society and
government and aims to create about one million job
internships over three years, targeting those between the
ages of 18 and 35.
National Youth Day 2018 will be held in Orlando Stadium
and dedicated to the life and legacy of Nelson Mandela
who saw youth as our nation’s greatest treasure. There are
many ways in which everyone can play a part, like helping to
promote the love for education by buying a book for a child
and helping to promote a reading culture or funding a school
uniform for a needy learner. We can encourage leadership
and active citizenry amongst the youth by hosting lectures,
seminars and round-table discussions about Madiba’s and
Mama Sisulu’s values.
We can protect and promote children’s rights and wellbeing by visiting orphanages, and children’s homes, offering
assistance or committing to sponsor or make meaningful
donations to orphanages, children’s safety houses and
children’s hospitals and through promoting and participating
in the fight against child abuse.
As we celebrate Youth Month we all share in the same
wish that Madiba had for our youth:
“Be the script writers of your destiny and feature yourselves
as stars that showed the way towards a brighter future.”
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quick facts

2018/19 Budget Vote
Highlights
Justice and Correctional Services Minister Michael Masutha, MP,
delivered the Budget Vote Speech at the National Assembly on
Wednesday, 9 May.
The Budget Vote is a speech delivered by the Minister, outlining departmental plans
and priorities, in line with the allocated budget in a financial year.
The aim of the budget speech is to highlight key budget focus areas for the current
financial year, projects and achievements for the previous financial year.

R19, 265 billion

A total budget of
has been allocated to the Department for the
2018/19 financial year. The budget allocation includes the following transfers to five (5) entities
which form part of the Vote Account:

R1, 764 bn
Legal Aid
South Africa

R357, 1 m

R310, 6 m

Special
Investigating
Unit

Office of the
Public Protector

R178, 8 m
South African
Human Rights
Commission

R2, 216 bn

Direct Charge to the
National Revenue
Fund for magistrate
salaries

The 2018/19 budget allocation represents an overall year-on-year increase of 2%.
Legal Aid South Africa

National Forum on 		
Legal Practice

Legal Aid South Africa remains an important
provider of legal aid and advice to indigent people
in South Africa. By the end of last year (2017),
Legal Aid South Africa had received 307,428 new
matters of which 266,583 were criminal and
40,845 civil matters.
It further provided legal advice to 226,359
clients, via its call centre, local and satellite offices.
These successes were recorded notwithstanding
a budget shortfall of R45, 3 million which is
expected to rise to R92, 8 million during this
current financial year.

The National Forum on Legal Practice is
working on the full implementation of
the Legal Practice Act, 2014. Part of this
process is to develop regulations for the Legal
Practice Council which advocates for 50/50
(equal) representation of men and women
on the Council, with a 70/30 black to white
representation.
This will see the council achieving both
gender and racial representation in line with
what is envisaged in the Legal Practice Act.
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Sexual Offences
In combating these heinous
crimes, the Department
continues to rollout the
dedicated Sexual Offences
Courts which now stand at
75. During this financial
year, the Department will
establish 14 additional
courts in deserving areas to
extend their reach.
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TO ADMINISTER AN EFFICIENT AND RESPONSIVE
JUSTICE SYSTEM
Improving access to justice
Court infrastructure

killings. During this financial year, the Department will

In this current financial year, the Department will complete
the construction of three magistrates’ courts
in Plettenberg Bay in the Western Cape, Booysens
in Gauteng and Dimbaza in the Eastern Cape.

National Prosecuting Authority (NPA)
During the last financial year, the National

Although the Department is currently experiencing

Prosecuting Authority made great strides in

challenges with the Mpumalanga High Court with
regard to the construction of the access road, the overall

maintaining high conviction rates in all court forums.
It recorded 91.7% conviction rates in the

construction is 97% complete. The Directors-General
of Justice and Public Works are attending to the matter.
The Department will soon commence with the expansion

additional four (4) criminal courts.
five (5) civil courts.
five (5) judges chambers.
five (5) consulting rooms.
two (2) labour courts.
two (2) labour court judges chambers.
an administration block.
holding cells to the existing structure.

Asset Forfeiture Unit (AFU)
During the last financial year, the Asset Forfeiture Unit
obtained freezing orders to the value of R3.8 billion
and recoveries in terms of the Prevention of Organised
Crime Act (POCA) amounting to R308.3 million.

Truth and Reconciliation
Commission (TRC)
The implementation of the TRC recommendations remains
one of the important elements for healing victims of
apartheid. Following the successful implementation of
individual reparations and education assistance to identified
victims, the Department will focus on rehabilitation
projects in identified communities that suffered gross
human rights violations, as recorded by the TRC.
It will also continue with the identification and exhumation
of the remains of victims of judicial and extra judicial
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superior courts, 81% in regional courts and
96.1% in the district courts respectively.
The convictions also included a 98,5% conviction rate
of prosecution in cybercrime cases. This represented the
highest conviction rate performance of the last two decades.

of the Durban High Court at a cost of R728
million. The project will yield the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

launch at least five (5) rehabilitation projects.

	Special Investigating Unit (SIU)
The Special Investigating Unit continued to play an
important role in the investigation of maladministration
and corruption within State institutions. During the

2017/18 financial year, the SIU recovered
assets to the value of R33.5 million and
secured the setting aside of administrative
decisions to the value of R797.1 million.
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Justice in brief

a roundup of doj&cd

activities

Mitchells Plain Municipal Court officially launched
As part of Department of Justice and Constitutional Development’s quest to
broaden access to justice for all, Deputy Minister of Justice and Constitutional
Development, John Jeffery recently launched the Mitchells Plain Municipal Court.
The court will provide relief to the Mitchell’s Plain Magistrate’s Court
roll as all the municipal and traffic bylaws infringements will now be
dealt with at the Municipal Court. It will also assist the Magistrate Court
by reducing the number of criminal cases being placed on the court
roll and is thus a means of providing speedy justice services to all.
This court is amongst the 11 additional courts which have been established
within the greater City of Cape Town Metro. The 11 magisterial districts
which now have additional courts are Atlantis, Bellville (including Parow),
Cape Town, Goodwood, Khayelitsha, Kuilsriver (including Bluedowns),
Mitchells Plain, Simonstown, Somerset West, Strand and Wynberg.

Mitchells Plain Sexual
Offences Court revamped
The Mitchell’s Plain Sexual Offences Court is one of the 60 Sexual Offences
Courts that have been designated since 2013 to combat sexual violence,
especially against women and children. These courts aim to improve
the conviction rates in sexual crimes and decrease the turnaround time
from the date of report to the police to the finalisation of the case.
The Deputy Minister of Justice, John Jeffery recently had a walkabout at
this court to interact with the public and assess the services rendered
in the facility as sexual offence cases are prevalent in this area.
Sexual Offences Courts provides specialised victim-support services to improve
the effectiveness of sexual offences matters and improves the turnaround time
of conviction rates. These courts are equipped with q designated room from
which the victim will testify and a courtroom equipped with 2-way CCTV and
also private waiting room and/or play area for child victims and their families.
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Deputy Minister hosts
learner dialogue on
Constitutional Education

by Cabinet is intended to be
“Mantsoe’s sentence
used for the prosecution of
persons who commit hate
was a strong statement
crimes and hate speech
that the crime of murder
and provide for appropriate
penalties and to put in place
in general and against
measures to prevent and
women in particular
combat these offences.
will neither be tolerated
Minister of Justice
and Correctional Services,
nor go unpunished,”
Michael Masutha welcomed
the South Gauteng High Court judgment of Sandile Mantsoe who
was sentenced to more than 30 years imprisonment for last year’s
murder of Karabo Mokoena. Mantsoe was accused of stabbing
22-year-old Mokoena, dumping her body in a veld and setting her
alight in April 2017. However, he denied killing her and only admitted
to burning her body after he found her dead in his apartment.
Minister Masutha said the sentence was most appropriate and
demonstrated the justice system’s zero tolerance to gender-based
violence. “Mantsoe’s sentence was a strong statement that the crime
of murder in general and against women in particular will neither be
tolerated nor go unpunished,” said Minister Masutha.
He added that the continued incidents of women and children
abuse, some resulting in murder, require a concerted short, medium
and long term response by all South Africans regardless of their
race, gender and class position.

As part of promoting constitutional education,
Deputy Minister of Justice and Constitutional
Development, John Jeffery hosted a dialogue
with learners from Howick High School, in
Pietermaritzburg recently.
The main aim of the dialogue, which was
preceded by an educational tour of the Nelson
Mandela capture site – the place where, on the
5th of August 1962, Nelson Mandela was arrested on
charges of leaving the country without a passport,
was to educate learners about their Constitutional
rights and responsibilities.
Teachers were also encouraged to select a team
of two learners, to participate in the national School
Moot Court competition this year. This initiative
which the department undertakes in partnership
with the Department of Basic Education and the
University of Pretoria aims at raising constitutional
and human rights awareness to ensure that persons
or communities are aware of their rights and able to
enforce them.
Learners can download the competition
material from www.schoolsmoot.co.za and team
members must then write one essay for the
applicant and one essay for the respondent and
submit both essays before the submission deadline
(28 July 2018 at 5pm). Teams can submit essays to:
schoolsmoot@up.ac.za.

Commemoration of the International Day
against Homophobia, Transphobia and Biphobia

Justice welcomes judgments passed
Strong message to perpetrators
of crimes against women
Minister of Justice and Correctional Services, Michael
Masutha also welcomed the Randburg Magistrate’s Court
judgment of Vicky Momberg. Momberg was sentenced to
2 years imprisonment and a further one year which was
suspended. She was found guilty of four counts of crimen
injuria after video footage emerged of her racially insulting
a black police officer.
The crime committed against Constable David Mkhondo
and the sentence imposed by the court highlighted the
need for the development of the law with regard to crimes
of hate speech and hate crimes in South Africa.
In this regard, the Prevention and Combating of Hate
Crimes and Hate Speech Bill which have been approved
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In commemorating the International Day against Homophobia,
Transphobia and Biphobia (IDAHOT), the Justice and Constitutional
Development Department and Foundation for Human Rights
recently held a workshop to deliberate on how various
organisations and NGOs deal with LGBTI-related crimes and stigma.
The event focused on interpreting and reviewing the
Ekurhuleni Declaration document, which contains a number of
practical solutions to challenges facing the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual,
Transgender and Intersex (LGBTI) community. Furthermore, it aimed
at enhancing the National Intervention Strategy (NIS), which is the
guiding document of the LGBTI National Task Team, through the
identification of solutions that could increase its effectiveness.
Deputy Minister of Justice and Constitutional
Development, John Jeffery emphasized
that more work still need to be done to
raise awareness on challenges facing
the LGBTI community. “Religion and
culture obviously play a major role in
people’s attitudes. I hope through such
engagements, more work is directed at
ironing out misunderstandings,” he said.
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Mmashela Mashao

Fighting

racism through
ZiRRA

“There is no question that incidents of racism
and racial discrimination are all too frequent in
our society and we are confident that the Bill,
will contribute to eradicating not only racism,
but all forms of discrimination, in our country.”

Racism has been one of the weapons used to kill, bring
about hate, incite violence and tear down communities
across South Africa. It is a devastating scourge still plaguing
our country.
The Department of Justice and Constitutional Development,
through its efforts, have rolled out many programmes
aimed at promoting anti-racism, from hosting anti-racism
workshops at schools to the initiating the Prevention and
Combating of Hate Crimes and Hate Speech Bill in March
this year.
According to Deputy Minister John Jeffery, “There is no
question that incidents of racism and racial discrimination
are all too frequent in our society and we are confident that

the Bill, will contribute to eradicating not only racism, but all
forms of discrimination, in our country.”
The Bill urges South Africans to take a stand against
racism and to start reporting such incidents more frequently.
To help tackle this scourge, the Ahmed Kathrada Foundation
has stepped in to close the gap of cases of racism which are
not reported by developing a racism reporting tool called the
Zimele Racism Reporting App which was launched in March
this year.
Welcoming the App is Department’s Chief Director of
Social Justice and Participatory Democracy within the
Constitutional Development Branch, Danaline Franzman.
“We are definitely happy about this new initiative and we
are looking forward to engage and consult further to make
it a point that the App becomes a success. The department
will furthermore offer uncompromised support to all
stakeholders involved to ensure that racism becomes an
issue of the past”.
The App, currently available on Google Playstore under
the name ZiRRA, helps those who have experience or
witnessed acts of racism to do something about it. The app
is a learning tool which seeks to educate individuals about
racism; and also allows one to check the progress of their
reported case.
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“We are definitely happy about this new
initiative and we are looking forward to engage
and consult further to make it a point that the
App becomes a success. The department will
furthermore offer uncompromised support
to all stakeholders involved to ensure that
racism becomes an issue of the past”.
chief director of social justice and Participatory
democracy within the constitutional
development branch, danaline franzman.

How it works:
• Download the ZiRRA App onto
your Android mobile phone.
• Click on the Report Racism tab to report a matter
that has happened to either. you or someone else.
You can lay a report for a racially related crime
which can be discrimination or hate speech online.
• You will be asked a few questions, select your
answers from the drop-down menu available.
• You can choose to remain anonymous
or you may share your details. Your
reporting is kept confidential.
• If you have proof such as photos, screen grabs and
other files you may attach these to your report.
• After completing the required information,
click ‘submit’. You will receive a text
message acknowledging that your
[incident] report has been received.
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youth in justice

Junior Kotu

Helping others
through language
Many South Africans fear taking the stand in court, or testifying in a court case. They worry about saying the
right thing, or whether they have understood what has been asked of them correctly as their words have great
impact on the way a case is tried in court.
One young woman, placing these fearful minds at ease,
is 32-year-old court interpreter Ledile Lehoby, who is the
youngest interpreter at the Pretoria North Magistrate Court.
Lehobye spends her days, helping ordinary South
Africans gain a better understanding of court processes and
procedures, by helping them understand the law in their own
mother tongue. She is fluent in Xitsonga, Afrikaans, Sepedi,
English and Setswana, and interprets court proceedings
to those who may not understand English, which is main
language used in court.
Lehobye, who was previously a bank teller, was
approached by former Modimolle Magistrates Court
Manager, Patrick Mudau, after he overheard her speaking
fluent Afrikaans to bank customers. Her grasp of the
languages and her ability to get clients to understand the
bank processes was what impressed him the most, and he
urged her to apply for a court
interpreting post.
Thinking she stood a chance,
she applying a few months later,
and landed the job in 2009. She
worked at the Modimolle Court
for five years before moving to
the Pretoria North Magistrates
Court in 2014 to be closer to
her family.
Being the youngest Afrikaans
interpreter at the Pretoria
North Magistrates Court,
Lehobye says, she always
receives praise for the way
she interprets languages
in courts. Funnily enough,
even Afrikaans speaking
people
say
they
themselves don’t speak
and
articulate
the
language the way I do,”
she laughs.

She says her love for language started in school, at
Hoerskool Warmbad. “All our lessons were in Afrikaans and
I had to learn very quickly how to speak the language more
fluently and understand it,” she said. Her father also played
a major role in helping her to learn the language. “My father
would buy Afrikaans newspapers daily at home and we
would read them and learn the words together,” she recalls.
Working at a court of law is by no means easy, as cases
of a violent nature like rape and murder are heard in court
and this can take its toll on anyone and Lehobye is no
exception. “It is not easy to deal with such cases especially a
testimony being narrated by children in the sexual offences
court, but I am playing my part to help victims get the justice
they deserve,” she explained.
To assist staff like her, the Department of Justice and
Constitutional Development hosts debriefing sessions to all
court officials who are exposed to traumatising cases which
may have a negative psychological effect on them. As part
of the Employee Health and Wellness Programme, Lehobye
is able to seek emotional and psychological advice from
counselors, social workers or psychologist. “De-briefing is
of a great help to me, as it has taught me to be calm and
never be judgmental in any situation,” says Lehobye.
Apart from her busy schedule in court, Lehobye is
currently studying towards her Bachelor of Arts in Social
Work through the University of South Africa. “Social work is
about development and I am one person who is for that,” she
explained. She also enjoys spending time with her family
and friends.

For legal and other related careers in
the Justice system follow the link:
http://www.justice.gov.za/brochure/careers-in-justice.html

The youngest interpreter at the Pretoria North Magistrate Court, Ledile Lehobye
Justice Today | June 2018
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Refilwe Mothusi

You’ve been served!
Dispelling the myth that the Sheriff’s profession is for
older persons, is 24-year-old Katlego Thomas. He is young,
tough and dedicated to upholding the arm of the law.
Thomas is one of the new sheriff recruits who formed part
of the Department of Justice and Constitutional Development
(DOJ&CD’s) efforts to transform the Sherriff’s profession to
attract youth.
Hailing from Ganyesa in the North West, Thomas
currently serves as an Acting Sheriff at the Kagisano Molopo
Jurisdiction and Ganyesa High and Low Courts. He ensures
that legal documents such as summonses, notices, warrants
and court orders are served and executed by the courts.
“Being a sheriff is very important,” he says, “without
officers like us, justice would grind to a halt.” He recalls
helping out at a sheriff’s office back in 2016 with admin duties
where he oversaw what a sheriff’s role was. “I immediately
knew this is what I wanted to do- I wanted to bring justice to
the people.” And so he did, by working hard at the office.
He began shadowing the Deputy Sheriff while he served
documents and summons. “Every time he went out I would
tag along, so I could gain experience, it was exciting to me,”
he says.
Last year, Thomas joined the South African Board of
Sheriffs and was appointed an Acting Sherriff. The South
African Board for Sheriffs monitors the service provided
by sheriffs and their deputies ensuring it is executed in a
humane manner in terms of the Code of Conduct for Sheriffs.
Thomas said that working as sheriff is an opportunity to
interact with many people and solve problems. “Most people
depend on you to get certain things done so the job itself
requires one to be results-driven,” he said.
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The rights of a sheriff
When executing duties with a legal court order the Sheriff can:
• Enter your premises, even when you’re not there.
• Open any door, vehicle or piece of furniture on your premises.
• Attach, remove and sell your vehicle, furniture and
moveable or immovable property.

What rights do you have?
•
•
•
•

The Sheriff must treat you with dignity and respect at
all times.
The Sheriff must explain the contents of the document and
what you need to do next.
The Sheriff must as far as possible keep your private
affairs confidential.
The Sheriff may not attach and remove necessary items
such as food and beds, bedding and clothes. There are also
limitations on other things, such as tools of trade you may
need to carry out your work, which may not be attached.

If you have a complaint, or if you are unsure of your rights, contact
the South African Board for Sheriffs on Tel: 021 426 0577/Fraud
Hotline: 0800 000 628/Email:contact@sheriffs.org.za
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Solomon Mahlangu

Advocate Makasana
passionate about law
If you are thinking of a perusing a career in law but are still
undecided, then the story of Advocate Velile Makasana an
Acting State Advocate at the Director of Public Prosecutions in
Port Elizabeth will clear all your doubts. Advocate Makasana
holds two law degrees, an LLB Degree and Master’s Degree
in Criminal Justice, and he has also published two books.
Hailing from Mount Frere in the Eastern Cape, Advocate
Makasana is the third born of six children. He completed his
primary schooling in 1991 at St Marks Junior Secondary,
and completed his matric with an exemption in 1997 at
Qaphelani Senior Secondary School Port Elizabeth. “I came
from a very poor household and my school was extremely
disadvantaged, we had no classrooms, doors or windows,
but I was hungry for knowledge,’ he explained. Never letting
is circumstances deter him; he worked hard to make sure
he succeeds.

Growing up in a big family came with its fair share
of responsibility which taught him to be responsible and
accountable. “I was taught from a young age, the importance
of respecting family rules, and if you broke a family rule, you
knew there would be consequences and that also applies with
law,” he says.
Advocate Makasana completed his LLB Degree at Vista
University in 2002, and in 2014 graduated with masters at
Nelson Mandela Metropolitan after obtaining a bursary from
the National Prosecuting Authority (NPA).
His professional journey began in the year 2006 when he
joined the National Prosecuting Authority (NPA) as an Aspirant
Prosecutor where he conducted prosecutions, and served as
the gatekeeper of criminal law, representing public interest
in criminal justice cases. He then worked in various District
Courts and Regional Courts as a Public Prosecutor.
Currently he serves as Acting State Advocate at the Director
of Public Prosecutions where his role involves prosecution of
criminal offences.
His day to day duties include dealing with inquests, guides
investigations, attend to bail applications, appeals in the High
Court and conducts trials at Regional and High Courts levels.
Even though he’s a prosecutor by profession, he believes
there is a huge role a community can play to combat criminal
activities. “I believe we should not stand aloof and distance
ourselves from our societies, but all work together to combat
crime,” he explained.
Apart from his busy schedule in Court Advocate Makasana
has manage to write and publish two fiction short-story books,
‘Mirroring the Legends’ and ‘A Bag of Precious Stones’. Both
books focus on providing a building block towards what he
calls a “Rainbow Nation” and better South Africa
“My first book educated the youth on self-respect, value
of home based education, value of formal education, how to
deal with peer pressure. Whilst the second book focuses on
abuse on women and children, Ukuthwala (forced marriage)
practice”, he said.
Advocate Makasana is married with two children, a son and
a daughter. As we celebrate youth month his message to
youth is to follow their dreams. “Never be discouraged by your
current disadvantage, if you work hard, study hard you will
achieve your goal,” he said.

Advocate Velile Makasana, Acting State Advocate at the Director of Public
Prosecutions in Port Elizabeth
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reduce stress before you testify in court

does your mind sometimes go blank when you think of things that frighten you or make you
nervous? or maybe your heart starts to beat really fast, your legs feel weak and your palms
begin to sweat when you are nervous?
below are tips to relieve these symptoms when you are getting ready to testify in court.
relax your mind
Close your eyes and listen to your breath as you breathe in and out. Keep focusing on your breath
and picture in your mind a peaceful scenery, like a beautiful beach, a flowing river, or mountains.
Keep your attention on your breathing and this picture for few minutes.
Breathe deeply
Breathe in deeply, feeling your stomach expand. Hold your breath for a few
seconds, and then slowly breathe out.
stretch your Body
Stand or sit up straight on the chair
and stretch each leg slightly apart.

positive self-talk
Repeatedly say, ‘I know I can do this’
or ‘I can cope’ or I believe in myself’.

relax your Body
Slowly lower your upper body and
place your head between your legs.
Sit like that for a few seconds, and
then slowly roll up again, starting at the base of your
spine, until your back is straight. Repeat this exercise
until your body feels relaxed.
relax your muscles
Sit or lie in a relaxed position. Now
tense the muscles of your feet as
hard as you can, and then relax them.
Do you notice a difference in the feeling? Repeat this
same exercise moving up your body, from your legs to
your arms, stomach, back, neck and head. When you are
finished, sit quietly for a few minutes.

If you stIll feel stressed and anxIous, please notIfy tHe Court preparatIon
offICer, tHe InterMedIary or tHe proseCutor before you testIfy.
you May also Call for Help:
national counselling line:
0861-322-322
stop Gender violence helpline:
0800-150-150

Gender-based violence command centre:
0800 428 428
childline south africa helpline:
0800-055-555

Disclaimer: The information is shared on condition that readers will make their own determination,
including seeking advice from their medical practitioner or healthcare professional.
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Law competition

boosts
young
attorney’s
career

Mr Sibusiso Mbutho was the 2015 South African Law Reform Commission
(SALRC) Essay Competition recipient.

Sibusiso Mbutho was a Master of Laws (LLM) student at
the University of KwaZulu-Natal when he decided to enter
the South African Law Reform Commission (SALRC) Essay
Competition in 2015 unknowing that it would be a stepping
stone for his career.
“I had known about the competition for a few years but
always felt I was not yet ready to take part. After years of
summing up the courage to enter, one can only imagine my
surprise when I was announced as the runner-up in the
LLM category,” says Mbutho (30) now an attorney at Mlondo
Attorneys in Durban.
“Winning this competition gave me the courage to do
many things I have been always afraid to do. I am currently
studying towards my doctorate, something I only dreamed
of doing. I am also trying to establish my own legal firm, SBM
and Associates Incorporated,” says Mr Mbutho.
Growing up in rural Mahlabathini village, KwaZulu-Natal,
Mr Mbutho experienced the raging effects of poverty which
saw his parents struggling to provide for him and his five
siblings. “Although my parents did all in their power, it was
hard for me to observe the situation as the eldest child.
However, I believe this helped to unleash the innate ability to
desire success within me.”
Throughout his childhood, Mr Mbutho dreamed of being
a soldier; it was a rare opportunity of attending a career’s
exhibition during his matric year that revealed law as a
career option for him.

“I instantly fell in love with the idea of being a lawyer as
soon as I heard about it; after all it would provide me with
the same satisfaction of fighting for my fellow countrymen,
just as being a soldier would have,” he recalls.

“I had known about the competition for
a few years but always felt I was not yet
ready to take part. After years of summing
up the courage to enter, one can only
imagine my surprise when I was announced
as the runner-up in the LLM category,”
As the first to receive formal tertiary qualification in his
family, winning the competition was a great addition to his
list of achievements. “The win made me realise that anything
is possible if you put your mind to it.”
About his future endeavours, Mr Mbutho’s greatest aspiration
is to be a judge. “At the moment, my main goal is to complete
my PhD studies; a qualification that I believe will open many
doors within the law fraternity. I also plan to dedicate a lot
of time to my law firm, as its core founder and director, to
ensure it is a success,” he says.
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competition

Kathrada Foundation
launches 2018
youth essay competition
against racism

Young people from across the country are
encouraged to participate in the Ahmed
Kathrada Foundation’s 2018 youth essay
writing competition against racism.
This year, the competition allows prospective entrants
from between the ages of 15 and 21 to write essays that
focus on one of three topics:
1. A future free of racism.
2. Tolerating racism is racism.
3. Root out racism.
The competition can be entered into by sending your
essay to the Ahmed Kathrada Foundation via email, post
or by having it delivered to the Foundation’s offices. Essays
should be between 1000 and 1400 words and can be in any
of South Africa’s official languages. Only one essay will
be allowed per entrant and essays should not contain any
plagiarised content.
The competition will close on Youth Day, commemorated
on June 16.
Winners of the competition will be awarded laptops at
the Ahmed Kathrada Foundation’s Annual Lecture, which is
held in October.
“With this competition we hope to get an understanding
of young people’s thinking around how racism should be
rooted out of society, the implications of tolerating racism
and what they think a future free of racism would actually
entail,” said Dawood Raphalalane, who is coordinating
the competition.
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“This competition is certainly one of a few, if not the only
one in South Africa, that aims to understand the views of young
people from across the country on racism,” added Raphalalane.
Last year, the competition saw 745 entrants from across the
country express their views on racism through their essays.
The competition produced three winners, Nia Louw (16)
from Durban, Nokwanda Dlamini (21) from Mpumalanga and
Faeza Samsodien (20) from the Western Cape. Essays from
last year’s competition can be found on the Ahmed Kathrada
Foundation’s website: www.kathradafoundation.org.

Submit your essay to:
Email: youth@kathradafoundation.org
Fax: 011 852 8786
Post: PO BOX 3240, Lenasia, 1820
Drop off:
Ahmed Kathrada Foundation,
19 Guinea-Fowl Street,
Signet Terrace Office Park,
Block B, Suite 2, Lenasia.
Please ensure that you include your name,
contact details (phone number and email
address), physical address and a word count.
For more information, call the Ahmed Kathrada Foundation
on 011 854 0082.
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Makinta Kgomotso

Passionate about promoting
access to justice
Margret Mashaphu (33) from Thabakgone village near Polokwane is a
paralegal whose passion is promoting access to justice for all.

As a paralegal officer at Legal Aid South Africa she has
dedicated her life to helping South Africans who are unable to
afford legal services, but who desperately need legal advice.
Whether it’s advice sought on legal matters, helping
people with labour issues, residential evictions, divorce and
more, she is there on hand to take you through the legal
processes so you better understand the law.
“I always dreamt of working with, and helping, people,
because I really enjoy interacting with people from different
walks of life every day,” she says.
Wanting to do more to help people, she is currently
pursuing an LLB degree from the University of South Africa
(UNISA) to add onto her Diploma in Paralegal she obtained in
2004 from the Tshwane University of Technology.
In 2004, Mashaphu joined Legal Aid SA as a paralegal
officer at the Krugersdorp local office. In 2014, she relocated
to the Pretoria local office in the High Court unit.
Working for an organisation like this brings much joy, and
her experience she says will only make her a better lawyer.
Mashaphu emphasised that to succeed as a paralegal,
one needs to be very patient as some of the clients are not
familiar with the process and often approach the courts in
deep distress. “As a paralegal officer, we deal with individuals
from previously disadvantaged backgrounds and limited
resources. Hence, we need to be tolerant and very patient,”
explained Mashaphu.
Mashaphu highlighted that one of the most interesting
cases she has been involved with was a matrimonial case.
The client, a prisoner who was facing divorce, was denied
access to his children by his ex-wife with a view that prison
was not a conducive for a minor child. “After approaching
our office for assistance, we challenged the matter on the
basis that, the decision to deny the children to see her father
was in violation of the children’s rights. From this, not only
did I gain insight into divorces and administrative law, but
I also experienced the thrill of helping someone who truly
needs it,” she said.
When she is not at the office, Mashaphu enjoys spending
time with her daughter, aged seven years, and attends to her
responsibilities as a church leader.

Legal Aid South Africa provides legal
assistance to those who cannot afford
their own legal representation in an
independent and unbiased manner
with the intention of enhancing justice
and public confidence in the law and
administration of justice.

Margret Mashaphu a paralegal officer at Legal Aid South Africa, dedicated to
helping South Africans who are unable to afford legal services.
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Junior Kotu

Administering
justice with
fairness and
compassion
Administering justice to all persons alike without
fear, favour or prejudice, in accordance with the
Constitution and the law is what is expected of
magistrates and judges. However, it is heartening
to know that there are legal officer bearers who
are committed not only to these values, but also to
making a difference in the lives of ordinary people
through their work.
Having a caring heart and always being considerate of the
interests of fellow human beings especially the vulnerable
people in society, is what makes Mari von Hoesslin (37) stand
out. Von Hoesslin has been delivering sound judgments as a
magistrate at the Palmridge Magistrate’s court since August
2014.
After completing her LLB degree at the University of the
Free State, Von Hoesslin was admitted as an attorney on 6
May 2008. In 2010 she established her own law firm, M von
Hoesslin Attorneys, as a way of broadening her horizons
in the legal field. Even though the
practice was really doing well, she
still longed for something where
she could make a difference.
“My long term goal was always
to be in the public service
and that is when I joined
the Palmridge Magistrate’s
court in 2014,” she says.
Her love for children
and her high regard for
fairness and equality
have ensured that her
hard work makes a
positive difference in
children’s lives.
			

Mari von Hoesslin -
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“I worked at a Children’s Court where children appeared
before me wearing rags that were too small for them and
full of holes, in the middle of winter. As a mother, I wished I
could foster all three children and take care of them. I then
realised that I cannot be everything to everyone and I had to
take a step back and place them in a loving and caring home
without overstepping the line of being a magistrate, and
being a human being. In the end, I collected clothes from my
child’s school for these children and handed it over to the
social worker. She sent me pictures of the kids wearing the
new, warm clothes with big smiles on their faces. Getting
confirmation from the social worker that these children
were now taken care of gave me such peace of mind,” she
says.
This one good deed has inspired Von Hoesslin to
continue to assist under-privileged children by collecting
clothes which will be handed to the presiding officer in
the Children’s Court to assist the needy children who pass
through the courts on a daily basis.
Being kind-hearted does not mean the former legal
eagle takes lightly her job of protecting the community
by delivering sound judgment and locking up criminal
offenders. “As a magistrate in the criminal court, I deal with
trials on a daily basis, attend to formal bail applications, set
trial dates and ensure proper case flow management,” she
adds.
Von Hoesslin considers finalising matters in court that
involve children in conflict with the law as her standout
moments. “It is my duty to ensure that these children do
not end up in the criminal justice system, but rather get
the necessary help and counseling and training to become
better adults,” she says.
“My goal is to be the best magistrate I can possibly
be. I also think it is important to get involved in outreach
programmes and educate members of the Palmridge
community on court services and how not to be in conflict
with the law.”
Because being a Magistrate requires one to be a student
for life as they would have to keep up with case law and
legislation, Von Hoesslin encourages aspirant magistrates
to know that it takes a lot of hard work and commitment.
“People should not expect this to be a glamorous
position as you will always be a servant doing your job in a
professional manner,” she adds.

A magistrate adjudicates criminal and civil cases in court.
They have power to acquit, convict and sentence the accused
person if found guilty of committing an offence or pass
judgments in civil matters. Magistrates are appointed by
the Minister of Justice and Constitutional Development on
the recommendations of the Magistrates’ Commission.
In order to qualify as a magistrate you need to have an LLB
degree as a minimum requirement.
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